We extended the implementation in a previous study [1] so as to compute in-/out-module robustness. The following figure gives pseudocode describing two important functions, parallel_computing_attractors_for_all_states and parallel_computing_attractors_for_all_rules, which can compute the attractors in parallel for all initial states (S) and every update rule (F), respectively, given a Boolean network. In computing the attractors, we used an array ATT in which each element ATT [s, f] represents an attractor of a network G(V, A) corresponding to the initial state s and the sequence of update rules f. The algorithm iteratively computes state transitions until it arrives at a state that has already been visited. In the figure, dashed blocks denote kernel codes that are executed in parallel on CPUs or GPUs. In other words, the new MORO app computes them in parallel by distributing the tested cases to processing elements in the OpenCL device.
// M: A set of modules M={m1, m2, …mM) of a network after using module detection algorithm. In particular, each node will be belonged to each module. In other words, each module contains a number of nodes of a network.
// in: The resulting in-module robustness against update-rule perturbations // out: The resulting out-module robustness against update-rule perturbations // Step 1: Examine the original attractors.
ATT  parallel_computing_attractors_for_all_states (V, A, f, S);
// Step 2: Examine the changed attractors by update-rule perturbations. 
Text S2. Output file by the batch-mode simulation on RBNs
After the batch-mode simulation is completed, a resultant file "net_based_result.txt" is created, which lists the networkbased results. As shown in the figure below, the file consists of 11 results with respect to robustness, modularity and in-/out-module robustness. Each row lists the result of a single RBN. 
